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Award winning office toolbox.

The simple design invites you 
to personalise your Gustav.

Activity-based and co-working is the 
most significant change in workplace 
design. Many people no longer have a
 dedicated desk at work.

Gustav is there for you to store and 
move around all the stuff you need and 
love. The activity-based worker’s new 
best friend.
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Easy to move around the office.
Packs up in seconds.

Laptop stand. 
Enables an ergonomically correct 
posture in the office or at home.

Simply park Gustav in a locker.
Award winning design. 
Make any space your space.

Designed for people in agile offices.
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Everything. Anytime. Anywhere.

Gustav occupies the space
 between your work locker and
 your personal bag. It is a semi -
permanent hub; a place to
store those essential work tools
you don’t take home but need
when you are on the move
around the  office.

08:50
Arrival. Pick up
 GUSTAV from
your locker

09:05
Reading emails.
Using  GUSTAV as
a  laptop stand

11:00
Workshop. 
Temporarily park 
GUSTAV in an 
open shelf

14:00
Meeting. Just
grab your tablet
from  GUSTAV16:00

Writing a report. Pick up
GUSTAV from the short
term storage space.

17:30
Going home. Store  GUSTAV
in your locker (or just leave it
on a desk in the open
plan office)
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Custom brandingAccessories

Gustav Pencil Holder Gustav Business
Card Holder

Writable

Gustav Organising Panel
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Gustav Toolbox
A simple solution if you don’t need 
a laptop stand.

Products

Gustav Original
The classic version with 
laptop stand

Gustav Lounger
Great for meeting rooms and shared
 resources. A lower version for everyday
belongings.
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Lightweight. Only 1265g for easy transport.
Optimised construction method 
(plywood bending & aluminum) to 
ensure lightness and durability
Handy. Compartments are easily 
accessible, designed around the size of 
the human hand.

Friendly. Combining the warmth of real
wood with minimalistic white elements
gives Gustav its friendly look – 
a welcome contrast to many traditional
office environments.

Design Gustav Original

As small as possible, but big enough to
fit all essential tools and belongings.
The product size is optimised so Gustav
fits easily in a standard locker.
Ergonomic. Laptop stand for 13’’ and
15’’ laptops.
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Gustav fits everything inside.
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Some of our customers
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As an architect and leading workplace strategist,
Chris knows and understands first hand the
needs of people working in agile office environ-
ments. Working with global corporates, Chris was
desperate to find a good solution to what people
need most  – a tool for storage, laptop
 ergonomics and mobility. As he couldn’t find one,
he set out to design Gustav.  
As a brand and digital strategist, Judit sees first
hand how technology impacts how and where
we work. Working in a   co-working space herself,
she under stands how working agile can be
 beneficial on many levels, if only people have the
right tools.
After several years of prototyping,  refining and
developing the product and brand, they launched
Gustav in 2017.
Gustav is just the start. Tuesday On The Beach is
on the journey to improve the way people work
by developing inno vat ive office tools and acces-
sories. We believe in freedom of a personal and
flexible work style, room for creativity and
 indi vi duality at work and a life-work balance. 

Our Story



www.gustavconcept.com
hello@gustavconcept.com  |  social media: @gustavconcept
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